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How Chanakyya helps an MLA or MP candidate to prepare for the next election 

We, at Chanakyya, manage the constituency at 3 Level. 

Phase 1 : Secondary Research Data 

Duration : 7 Days 

At Secondary Research Data, We analysed the following things: 

1. Booth wise Past Voting Pattern. For the State of Karnataka, We analyse booth wise voting 

pattern of 2013 Assembly, 2014 Parliament, 2018 Assembly and 2019 Parliament Election 

results. The Data will be available in simple excel format. It will be also available in 

Chanakyya mobile APP. 

 
 

2. From the 4 voting pattern, we can identify the strong and weak booths for any particular 

party. Once the Strong and Weak Booths are identified then actions can be taken to improve 

it. 

 
Example : Strong Booths of Congress at Sedam 

 

3. We can identify the floating votes for any constituency. The floating vote means that there are 

some voters who did not vote for main parties like Congress or BJP in some particular booths. 

We need to identify these booths where voters voted for Parties other than Congress/BJP. We 
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need to understand the reason behind it. We need to convert the floating vote in the 

candidate’s favour in the next election 

 
Example : At Kotmal Village, Booth No-1, BSR polled 36% vote in 2013 Assembly election and JDS 

polled 61% vote in 2018 Assembly Election. This is floating vote. If we understand the reason behind it 

then we can optimize the voting for next assembly election 

 

4. We understand that the voting is happening village wise rather than booth wise. For 

Karnataka, village wise SC, ST, Muslim and Christian data will be calculated. SC and ST data 

will be calculated from the census data. Muslim and Christian data will be calculated from the 

voter list. From the village level data, the overall SC, ST, Muslim and Christian voters of any 

constituency will be calculated. 

 
Sample : This is real data for some villages under Raichur Assembly segment 
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Phase -2 : Visit to all the villages 

Duration : 1 Month 

After doing the Phase-1, We visit all the villages. We want to meet the workers in the villages. 

Workers are the backbone of any political party. But political leaderships sometimes do not interact 

with them. The workers have the best intelligence. We will have an interaction with the workers. 

We will seek the following information from the workers : 

1. Village wise Caste Equation (Please note, we already had SC,ST,Muslim and Christian data). 

We need approximately the rest of the caste. The workers especially who contested Gram 

Panchayat election can say it. 

2. Caste and Community wise Organization – We will document the workers name and contact 

number – Community wise. It will help the MLA candidate to stay in touch. It will also help  

the MLA candidate to understand the gap analysis in the organization at village level 

3. We will discuss the past voting pattern of the village with the workers and we will find out 

the best possible way to optimize the future election 
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This is the real life sample for one village of Northern Karnataka. 

4. From the village level Caste Equation, We will derive the Assembly level caste Equatiuon. 

5. At the same time, the entire village level workers name along with their caste and phone 

number will be available. 

6. A village level action plan will be available to improve the votes in next election will be 

available. Please note: the action plan will be available at the most micro level.  

The most important part is that the candidate will be battle ready will all the relevant 

information after Phase-2. 
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Phase 3 : Managing the Election 

Duration: 3 Months 

Divide the constituency in different parts and put the best person to maintain it : 

Once all the relevant information is available, it is required to devise the action plan. It is required to 

divide the constituency in different parts. Sometimes it is divided based upon Gram Panchayat 

level/Zila Parishad level or Ward Level. A person or a team will be responsible to improve the vote 

share in their respective area. All the relevant information will be shared with the person/team. 

 

Review once in a Month, Follow P-D-C-A cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act) 

We should have a review mechanism once in a month to check the status. If the progress is not 

satisfactory then we need to change the plan and act. 

 

Identify the segment and create a positive Narrative for them:  

We don’t need 100% votes to win the election. We need to identify the segments whom to target. It 

can be a caste/Age Profile/Gender or some occupation groups.  We need to talk regarding them 

continuously. We need to create a positive story for them if the candidate will be voted to power.  

 

 

 


